


Describe the colour of this fish. 

The fish has orange and white 
stripes.

It is orange and white. Maybe you said:



The alien is tall and wide. There is a cat and a dog.

What do these sentences have in common?



I like apples and pears.

I picked a purple and yellow flower.

What do these sentences have in common?



I like apples       pears.

I picked a purple       yellow 
flower.

The alien is tall       wide.

There is a cat       a dog.

What do these 
sentences have in 

common?

They all have the 
word ‘and’ in them.

What do you think
‘and’ means?

and 

and 

and 

and 



and
This is a word that we use 
to join two or more words 
together in a sentence.

pink 

blue 

and 
Click to join.



and

I like chocolate ice cream.

Yasmin also likes 
strawberry.

I like chocolate

and strawberr

ice cream.

Use ‘and’.



and

I saw a           and dinosaur.

Both words are as important as each other. It 
does not matter which order they are in.

blue yellow

Flip the order.



Match the words to the sentences to finish them.

The cat has black                  fur.  

I like football                  .  

The beach is sunny                  .      

and white

and tennis

and hot



My bear is big  

check

red.  It is my blue

check

yellow fish.

It was a sweet tasty cake. 

check
Place an ‘and’ in each 

sentence to join two words.



Describe 2 things in Red Riding Hood’s basket:

What are 2 of your favourite games?

What are the 3 colours in this bird?

She has

My favourite games are

The bird is

apples and sandwiches .

footballand tag .

white and yellow .red and



I have a ham cheese sandwich.

It is a pink white cake.

Where should you place ‘and’ in these sentences?.

Name two colours you like:

I like _________ and _________ .

Name two games you play:

I play _________ and _________ .

1

2

3



Write your own sentences using ‘and’: 

Describe the colours of the fish using ‘and’: 

The fish is                                           .

What did you roll on the dice?

I rolled                                            .  

4

5

6


